Low-temperature molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) in semiconductors is reviewed, with a focus on limited thickness epitaxy (LIE), the regime where crystalline growth over an epitaxial thickness h,t is followed by a transition to amorphous deposition. The goal is to summarize the main results on this phenomenon, make the connection to other results on low-temperature MBE, and present the large body of unpublished data on hepi. Since the problem is still not fully understood, all available data that have a bearing on the understanding of the effect are outlined. The scientific questions and practical problems that have driven interest in low-temperature growth are outlined, and the phenomenon of LTE and the dependence of hepi on the growth conditions are described. The LTE effect is apparently general, but Si(100) is the model system for which most data are available. Breakdown of epitaxy follows a universal curve that is inconsistent with continuous nucleation of the amorphous phase, implying that growth is truly thickness dependent. The epitaxial thickness is thermally activated in substrate temperature T as hepi=h0 exp(-E,,,lkBT), with h, following a weak In(R) or R"4 dependence on deposition rate R. h,t is also strongly influenced by lattice mismatch strain, residual H in the ultrahigh vacuum, and annealing during growth interrupts. Possible mechanisms for LTE are discussed, with particular emphasis on the roles played by H and kinetic roughening, and the key experiments distinguishing these mechanisms are described. Finally, an attempt. is made to draw up the best current picture of the phenomenon. It is concluded that roughening provides the fundamental limit to epitaxy at low temperature, but with H contamination playing an important part in controlling surface diffusion: outstanding problems include the rate dependence and the details of the roughening behavior. 0 1995 American Institute qf Physics.
INTRODUCTION A. Epitaxial temperature
Substrate temperature is the most important experimental parameter in deposition. The pivotal atomic processes in crystal growth (adsorption, surface adatom diffusion, bulk diffusion, dislocation motion, impurity segregation, etc.) are all thermally activated. In practical terms, substrate temperature is thus the primary "control knob": adjusting the deposition temperature is likely to have spectacular effects on growth mode, impurity incorporation, dislocation introduction, dopant segregation profiles, and all the other properties that the crystal grower would like to control By comparison, adjustments in the growth rate, background vacuum, and other experimental variables are likely to result only in minor corrections to the qualities of the grown film. Understanding of the effects that control the temperature "window" for high-quality crystal growth is thus of key practical importance. The low-temperature limit is particularly significant, since undesirable phenomena such as segregation can only be suppressed by limiting substrate temperature. Here we explore the low-temperature limits for one of the key technologies for epitaxy, molecular-beam epitaxy (.MBE; ultrahigh-vacuum deposition from elemental sources). It is shown that the limit is qualitatively different from a naive picture. This extends our window for high-quality crystal growth considerably; the MBE grower's control knob now goes to 11, rather than 10. In addition, the nature of the low-temperature limit to epitaxy poses several critical questions regarding our understanding-of atomistic processes in crystal growth, and the bulk of this review is devoted to summarizing the main results of our attempts to realign our understanding with the new data. MBE at low temperature differs fundamentally from gassource processes such as chemical-vapor deposition (CVD) or gas-source MBE: Growth of Si (or GaAs, etc.) from Si (or Ga+ As,) typically involves zero or negligible activation barriers for chemisorption. Thus, deposition invariably takes place (with a growth rate set only by the deposition flux from the source), but at sufficiently low T the deposited film will be amorphous as opposed to crystalline. (In CVD, by contrast, chemisorption and desorption of products are energetic processes, so that deposition rates decrease exponentially with decreasing T, and deposition rates for semiconductors are unacceptably small below -500 "C). For MBE, the limiting temperature for crystalline as opposed to amorphous growth is thus this epitaxial temperature. In the standard picture' the epitaxial temperature T+ is defined as the point at which the rate of adatom diffusion becomes large enough for every adatom to diffuse to a lattice site before it encounters an incoming atom from the vapor (see Fig. 1 ). The simple criterion for epitaxy should therefore be that surface diffusion (multiplied by some weighting for the density of appropriate sites on the surface) should exceed the deposition rate, N@>R, or N$D, exp( -E,,Ik,T) > R,
or T+> -E,,,l[k~ In (RIN~D,j] .
The details of the atomistic behavior are taken to be included in the weighting term No. and the activation energy Eact . Note that while this simple picture predicts an epitaxial temperature T,,i that depends on the deposition rate, this dependence is logarithmic, so that we expect only very small ratedependent effects in experiments.
The picture in Fig. 1 and Eq. (1) seems simple and selfevident, so it is worth considering a few of the hidden assumptions. First, it is implicit in this treatment that all surface atoms occupy lattice sites, so that the growth of subsequent layers occurs over some perfectly ordered substrate. [This should be contrasted with a more realistic situation where an adatom diffusing on a reconstructed substrate must open a dimer pair in the underlying surface before it can occupy an ordered surface site and move the initial surface atoms into bulk positions. See, for example, Refs. 2 and 3 for structural details on the atom&tic growth processes on Si(lOO).] A related assumption is that the arrival of an adatom at one of the No vacant surface sites has a zero activation energy. The only significant Eact is then that for adatom diffusion. The critical nucleus is assumed to arise when a diffusing adatom encounters an arriving atom (i.e., a two-atom amorphous zone). The kinetics of this process only become detectable when adatoms occupy a significant fraction of the surface, a condition that growth simulations and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments would suggest to be very low temperature indeed. The small amorphous zone is then considered to have a massive activation energy for reorienting into a crystalline arrangement. This simple tutorial picture was never intended to describe the atomic details of the formation of the amorphous phase; but aimed to provide a purely qualitative description of the temperature and rate dependence, so it might be hoped that all the problems discussed above could be incorporated into corrections to Eact and No. However, even the broad temperature dependence is not particularly simple: The logical incorporation sites N0 for adatoms are step edges, and the density of step edges increases as the diffusion length decreases, so that temperature dependence tends to be complicated. It thus appears that if the minimum growth temperature is of real significance, the simple pictorial approach will no longer suffice, and we must look for more detailed and specific descriptions and solid experimental data.
B. Doping problem in Si MBE
As suggested above, substrate temperature is the primary experimental variable with which to control feature& in the grown film. This turns out to be particularly significant for Si MBE, where low incorporation and large segregation of dopants have come to be referred to as the "doping problem" for MBE Si (for example, see . AlI dopants tend to segregate to surfaces in group-IV semiconductors: This can be viewed in the most hand-waving sense as an electroncounting problem, since terminating a fourfold coordinated lattice with either group-III or -V atoms can reduce the dangling-bond count. Energetics thus always drive dopants out of the bulk and to the surface. For applications of Si MBE, however, we require abrupt doping junctions. In III-V semiconductors MBE has long led the way in novel. device fabrication because the doping structures generated by MBE (-3 nm profiles) were substantially more abrupt than those that could be fabricated using either dopant ion implantation (~0.1 pm) or CVD (-30 nm) . In Si MBE, by contrast, abruptly changing the dopant flux at the surface (with a shutter) leaves the surface in its heavily doped state; during subsequent growth this dopant layer continues to float on the surface, giving incorporation several orders of magnitude below that intended (i.e., calculated from unity incorporation assumption) and smearing the dopant profile over distances up to 0.1 ,um.6 Si MBE with coevaporated dopants has thus not been able to deliver even the abruptness given by CVD. A number of solutions for this problem exist, such as using low-energy ion implantation during growth,' or regrowing amorphous films by solid-phase epitaxy.* The simplest approach, though, seems to be suppression of the (thermally activated) dopant segregation to achieve the highly doped abrupt structures we require. Dopant segregation is known to be significant at temperatures down to -400 "C, substantially lower than typical Si MBE temperatures. If we can maintain high-quality .crystal growth well below this temperature, then it seems likely that segregation will be suppressed, or at least substantially reduced. The problem lies in evidence that the important atomic processes in segregation are linked to surface diffusion and may themselves be necessary for epitaxy. The question thus becomes one of whether we can suppress segregation without suppressing Si epitaxy.
In view of the doping problem in Si, the epitaxial temperature is particularly significant for this system. If the epitaxial temperature is low enough for us to suppress all segregation effects while growth is still crystalline, then there are a wide range of practical applications for Si MBE involving abrupt junctions, band engineering, and fast, highmobility devices. If dopant distributions cannot be narrowed without sacrificing the crystallinity of the grown film, then MBE is incapable of growing any film that cannot be fabricated by CVD. So what is the epitaxial temperature in Si? Surprisingly, until recently the published data show a huge spread in reported values, ranging from room temperature up to -500 "C (see, for example, Refs. 9-11: A historical summary is given in Ref. 11). In general, surface science experiments that are sensitive to ordering of monolayer coverages [such as low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)' and STM'*] have reported that epitaxy is possible down to room temperature, while structural studies on thicker films [e.g., Rutherford backscattering and channeling spectrometry (RBS)"] report higher temperatures. Deposition rates for these various experiments varied by about an order of magnitude, but it is not clear whether the logarithmic rate dependence from our simple picture of low-temperature epitaxy [Fig. 1, Eq. (l) ] would support such marked variations with rate in practice.
II. LIMITED THICKNESS EPITAXY AND hepi

A. Basic phenomenon
In recent years a large body of data has been accumulated on Si epitaxy occurring at lower temperatures than those previously surmised. Interest in the problem has been driven by the practical problems of high-temperature growth, the need for a better understanding of the low-temperature limit, and by the availability of tools such as STM which finally allow us to study the physical processes of MBE in atomic detail. While very early LEED results showed epitaxy at temperatures down to 30 'C,' other LEED data suggested a higher minimum temperature.13 This study also provided the first suggestion that crystallinity during growth could be thickness dependent. Since the results were the subject of contention, the MBE community largely ignored the significance of the data. Reelection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) oscillation experiments '4-'6 began to strengthen the perception that accepted epitaxial temperatures were too FIG. 2. The epitaxial thickness: deposition of Si (onto a Ge marker layer) at fixed rate and temperature shows an initial epitaxial region prior to formation of the amorphous phase. (The epitaxial thickness referred to throughout this article is measured to the midpoint of the transition from crystalline to amorphous.) Si deposition at 1 as with a substrate temperature = 100 "C.
high, and also suggested that crystallinity during growth could be thickness dependent. However, the implications of these results were also debated, and it is only more.recently that Si epitaxy at low temperatures has been sufficiently widely observed in STM,'* transmission electron microscopy [TEM),'1,17 RBS," and other techniques for the fact to be generally accepted. WhiIe the LEED and RHEED data were suggestive of a truly thickness-dependent growth effect, other interpretations such as continuous formation of the amorphous phase were difficult to rule out. TEM cross sections of samples grown during continuous reduction of the substrate temperature" led to the first explicit description of an epitaxial thickness for crystalline growth; however, these results were interpreted in terms of a continuous formation of the amorphous phase (at a temperature-dependent rate), rather than the possibility that epitaxy itself might be thickness dependent. TEM of samples grown at fixed temperatureI specifically identified a limited thickness epitaxy (LTE) effect by clarifying two issues: First, it is clear from images such as that shown in Fig. 2 that the disappearance of the crystalline reflections in RHEED16 is a consequence of the formation of the bulk amorphous phase, rather than a surface-disordered region seen only in a surfacesensitive diffraction experiment; and second, the images of these films show that the appearance of the amorphous phase is abrupt, rather than continuous," so that an explanation of LTE must involve an explicit thickness dependence for growth.
A few features of LTE are evident by inspection of TEM images. Even at very low temperatures, cross-section TEM (XTEM) clearly shows an initial crystalline region prior to formation of the amorphous phase ( Fig. 2 ; see also Ref. 17) . Figure 2 clearly implies that single-crystal epitaxy is taking place at exceedingly low temperatures. In addition, since both rate and temperature are fixed during the deposition on the Ge marker, it implies that the process of epitaxy is thickness dependent: something changes during low-temperature FIG. 3 . The epitaxiai thickness transition at more elevated temperatures. Dark-field image in the crystalline (400) reflection: Only crystalline regions which are perfectly aligned with respect to the substrate are bright. Images such as this allow us to quantify the abruptness of the transition from crystalline to amorphous deposition. Si deposition at 0.7 &s with a substrate temperature ~320 "C. growth that itself affects the process of epitaxy. It should be noted that (at least in high-resolution imaging) the crystalline region does not show a significant density of defects, so that this transition does not occur through continuous degradation of crystal quality prior to formation of the amorphous phase; however, at higher temperatures, although the initial growth is defect free, there are voids and/or twins observed close to the transition from amorphous to crystalline in LTE of Si. Figure 3 shows a typical region from a layer deposited at -320 "C, with a crystalline regi-on 920 8, thick. The dark strands extending close to the surface normal are chains of voids grown in by the rough surface. At the breakdown of epitaxy there are extended defects along (111) planes that can be seen from high-resolution TEM to be twins and stacking faults. Similar features have been reported in data from a number of groups in MBE of Si,l' Ge, "' GaAs, 21, 22 and are also seen in plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) of Si."3
The key issue that is addressed during most of this article is to identify which properties are altered during lowtemperature growth and how these changes may trigger a transition to amorphous deposition. Figure 2 already clarifies one of the major problems in the historical literature: that of the inconsistency in measured epitaxial temperatures. Since the growth is thickness dependent, it is obvious that examination of the growth of Si on Si at the temperature and rate shown in Fig. 2 will show epitaxy occurring in LEED and STM, but amorphous deposition in RBS; hence, this temperature is above the apparent T,,i for monolayer techniques, but below r+ for more bulk-sensitive techniques. As we show in Sec. II D, increasing the substrate temperature increases the epitaxial thickness hepi, so that (if we assume we must be measuring a thickness-invariant epitaxy that depends only on temperature) we are left with a technique-dependent epitaxial temperature. The transition from epitaxy to amorphous quantified (from several regions similar to Fig. 3 ) as either the amorphous fraction in the film or the density of nucleation sites. Note that while the nucleation density is increasing at slightly smaller thicknesses, both approaches lead to a fairly abrupt description of the epitaxial thickness transition. The solid lines are fits to the data using fifth-order polynomials.
B. Epitaxial fraction as a function of thickness
Casual inspection of results such as those shown in Fii. 3 suggests that the hepi transition is relatively abrupt, with high-quality epitaxy suddenly giving way to amorphous deposition. For the purposes of comparison with models, it is instructive to quantify what we mean by "abrupt." Since hepi in films such as that seen in Fig. 3 is significantly greater than the XTEM sample thickness (<SO0 A), it is relatively easy to quantify the degree of .epitaxy. There are two approaches for such quantification. One is to measure the fraction of crystalline material at a given deposited thickness above the Ge marker, as shown in Fig. 4 . The appearance of the films also suggests a second approach. At least in thicker films (such as Fig. 3 ) it is obvious that the transition proceeds by formation of the amorphous phase at the bottom of a V-shaped trench. Plan-view imaging shows this trench to be pyramid in three dimensions. Near the bottom of this tetrahedron the crystal often contains twins or voids.1g*24 The amorphous phase subsequently propagates outwardly, approximately on (111) planes. We can therefore identify "nucleation sites" for amorphous Si, and quantify the density of such sites as a function of deposited thickness. (We define the density of nucleation sites in crystalline material, dividing the measured density of sites by the fraction remaining crystallinej. Figure 4 compares the results of both these two techniques for quantifying the formation of a-Si. Both approaches confirm our qualitative impression of a relatively abrupt transition from crystallinity. We can fit the data adequately using fifth-order polynomials (or higher), i.e., if the nucleation rate is a power-law function of deposition time (or thickness) then this rate exponent is -4 or higher. More plausibly, the onset of amorphous deposition might be described by a first-order transition of some description. Although a number of definitions of an "epitaxial thickness" are possible from the data in Fig. 5 (first defects, initial amorphous nucleation, etc.) throughout this article we use epitaxial thickness hepi to mean then midpoint of the transition, where the film is 50% amorphous.
The inspection of Figs. 2 and 3 also suggests a further property of the transition: that the films are self-similar, so that the transition from epitaxy to amorphous occurs over a distance ~~/r~pi for both high-and low-temperature films (large and small hepij. The amorphous-crystalline interface always follows approximately { Ill} orientations, so this also translates into a nucleation density that scales as h,,i : Hence, films grown at different temperatures can be made to look nearly identical by using images recorded at different magnifications. Again, this conclusion can be borne out by more quantitative measurements of XTEM images. Figure 5 shows a set of nucleation density curves similar to that in Fig. 4 from three different samples with greatly different hepi (varying by nearly an order of magnitude) in which both the thickness and the nucleation density have been scaled as fractions of hepi. This is the universal nucleation curve for LTE. The precise quantification of the nucleation is more problematical than that in Fig. 4 , since the epitaxial thickness is no longer well in excess of the XTEM sample thickness. Nonetheless, the approximate scaling of these (greatly different) density data onto a single universal curve for formation of the amorphous phase suggests a phenomenon whose lateral length scales have the same temperature dependence as the epitaxial thickness.
C. LTE in other systems
The existence of an epitaxial thickness in Si epitaxy on Si(100) is demonstrated by the data in Figs. 2 and 3, and one natural question that arises is whether the phenomenon is restricted to this system or is more widespread. Similar experiments have been performed on Si homoepitaxy on Si(l.11)25 and Si(3 ll), Ge (100) homoepitaxy,20 Ge heteroepitaxy on Si(100),26 and GaAs homoepitaxy on FIG. 6 . Low-temperature epitaxy in SilSi(ll1) at low temperature (near 200 "C). High-resolution image along a (110) direction, showing some effects similar to limited-thickness epitaxy. A high defect density in the crystalline region, a very rough amorphous-crystal interface extending to the initial substrate (Ge marker), and a somewhat irregular dependence on temperature distinguish this microstructure from that observed in all other semiconductor systems.
GaAs( 1OO)."1*22727 These systems cover most of the main possibilities for semiconductors: dimer-bonded surfaces in homoepitaxy [Si( loo)], more complex reconstructions [Sir1 1 l)], heteroepitaxy with significant lattice mismatch [Ge/Si( loo)], and III-V compound semiconductors (GaAs). The large body of evidence now available has made the phenomenon widely recognized, with similar results being seen for a given system in several laboratories,"~'7~'8~'g~28~2g as well as similar observations on different systems. The phenomenon appears to be genera1 in semiconductor MBE [with the possible exception of (111) surfaces-see below]: Similar effects have also been observed in PECVD of semiconductors."3*30-32 There are no reports in the literature of an analogous effect in metal deposition. This may be because the equivalent temperature in metal growth is far lower, or because the elemental metals usually studied lack a stable amorphous phase.
Low-temperature growth of Si/Si( 111) is distinguished from Si(100) (and from all other systems) by several important characteristics. High-resolution TEM (HREM) of thin films on Ge markers deposited at "low" temperature (200 "C) does show local epitaxy with a rough amorphouscrystal interface next to the flat Ge marker (Fig. 6) , and this thickness does increase with increasing temperature. However, the crystalline regions are highly defective with a massive density of (111 j stacking faults (clearly visible in Fig.  6 ): The amorphous-crystal interface seems to be extremely rough, extending back as far as the high-temperature buffer layer in some regions; this epitaxial breakdown is very different from the "universal" Fig. 5 , and the behavior with temperature is complicated (with epitaxy increasing rapidly with temperature near 300 "C, but small epitaxial regions at the interface persisting down to below 100 "C). Rutherford backscattering studies'0918 do not reveal the details of this interface, but show that a considerably higher temperature is FIG. 7 . Ge heteroepitaxy on Si(lOO), showing a transition from crystalline to amorphous over w$zepi. These films can be scaled onto fig. 5 , and the limited-thickness epitaxy also shows similar temperature dependence to Si(100). 0.2 &s Ge deposition onto clean Si btiffer at 110 "C. required for (111) epitaxy than for growth on (100). In all these respects, Si/Si(lll) is unlike any other LTE, and we class the effect in Si(ll1) separately from other systems. In particular, the high defect density and very rough amorphous-crystalline interface for Si( 111) are not inconsistent with a continuous degradation of crystal quality during growth leading to the fmal breakdown of epitaxy. Figure 7 shows low-temperature epnaxy of Ge on Si(100).26 Like Si homoepitaxy on (IOO), Ge shows a transition from epitaxy to amorphous over ~~~hepi, and also falls on the universal curve of Fig. 5 . The defect density is relatively low [no higher than expected for the large (4.2%) lattice mismatch involved], and the temperature dependence is continuous (see Sec. LI D). This is thus a well-behaved LTJZ system, which we class alongside WSi(lO0). Ce (100) moepitaxy is essentially similar?' WSi(311) has been studied by growth on facetted surfaces (Fig. 21, later) : h+ is generally smaller than on (loo), but with a slightly larger E,,, (so that the difference is reduced at higher T). Figure 8 shows LTE in GaAs/GaA~(100),~ which shows the same thickness dependence as Si(100) (and also falls on Fig. 5 ), and has a slightly more complicated temperature dependence. A couple of additional points are worth noting with regard to GaAs. First, GaAs is the only LTE system in which point defects have been quantified; and second, GaAs (having significantly different surface chemistry and surface energeticsj implies a that LTE is a general phenomenon. Si(311), Ge(lOO), and GaAs have all also been shown to have similar temperature dependence, rate dependence, and activation energy to those seen in Si(100).
The bulk of the work to be described in the remainder of this review focuses on Si(100) as the archetypal epitaxial thickness effect, but it is central to most of the mechanisms considered (in Sec. III) that the effect is apparently general, at least in semiconductors. Indeed, the phenomenon has been observed in all systems studied to date, and even the details (such as the temperature dependence and scaling with thickness) are similar in Si(lOO), GejlOO), GaAs(lOO), and Si(311). This prompts us to look [as far as possible) for general mechanisms, preferably ones that hold for all semiconductors (i.e., where the breakdown of epitaxy at low ternperature looks similar for any system with directional bonding and a well-defined amorphous phase). The lesson for practical crystal growth is simple: In any system where thermally activated processes are deleterious we can try to reduce both temperature and thickness of the film; to establish where the true growth limits lie.
D. Temperature dependence '
Figures 2 and 3 show that for Si( 100) the epitaxial thickness increases substantially for small increases in temperature. More precisely, we can quantify hepi for a range of temperatures and show a rapid increase with increasing temperature, as seen in Fig. 9 (a). While the data in Fig. ,9 (a) can be fitted as a thickness that increases exponentially with increasing T, it is probably more logical to fit this in a thermally activated form (exponential decrease with increasing l/T), as in Fig. 9 (b) . In Fig. 9 (b) hepi for Si(100) is shown on a semilog scale against l/T at two different rates: 0.7 and 50 a/s. The data follow an Arrhenius curve, i.e., hepi=ho exp(E,,lk&?, i3 with E,,,-0.45+0.1 eV. At 50 Afs we can observe an apparent upper limit to this Arrhenius behavior: Layers up to h =30 000 A, T=480 "C are fully crystalline, despite the fact that extrapolation of the lower temperature data would predict a much lower epitaxial thickness. This suggests that ~470 "C is an upper limit to the regime of low-temperature epitaxy, and higher growth temperature leads to thicknessindependent growth that never becomes amorphous. [Note: Temperature measurements at low T are problematical. While in a few experiments techniques such as infrared absorption or thermal expansion data have been used to quantify the lowest temperatures precisely, the general approach (b) suggests a thermally activated process, and can be used to extract an activation energy E,,, of 0.455~0.1 eV for both rates.
[Note: This rate dependence is in contrast to preliminary data (Ref. 17).] is to use substrate-heater mounted thermocouple readings which are calibrated at high temperature (>500 "C) using optical pyrometry and extrapolated into the lowertemperature regime. Temperatures given without other specific calibration are thus associated with errors of +40 "C (even with an equilibration time of =I h); difficulties with temperature measurements are probably the source of most chamber-to-chamber variations in data on LTE].
In contrast to preliminary data,17 the more detailed investigations in Fig. 10 show that the activation energy for hepi is independent of growth rate. The reason for the discrepancy between these results and those in the earlier article17 lies in an originally unsuspected effect of background contamination in the UHV, which is discussed in more detail in Sec. III C; the large error bar in E,,, thus arises partly from uncertainties in the temperature or rate, but also from the unknown background contamination level. An activation energy of 0.45 eV for hepi is surprising, being some what lower than the 0.6 eV Eact required for terrace diffusion of Si adatoms on Si(100).33 Terrace diffusion should be a minimum requirement for crystal growth (suggesting E,,, in Fig. 9 should be 0.6 eV or higher). However, although almost all models can predict an Arrhenius Fig. 9 , the slope may be l/2 or l/3 of E,, for the rate-determining step in crystal growth. The E,, found here is consistent with a wide variety of activation energies for the critical step, and diffusion-limited epitaxy cannot be ruled out at this stage. Studies of Si(31 l), Ge/Si(lOO), and GaAs(100) also show thermally activated epitaxy [corresponding to Eq. (2)], with activation energies E,,, of 0.5kO.1, 0.5t0.1, and 0.7 t-O.2 eV, respectively. The activation energy in Ge homoepitaxy2' is given as either 0.4720.1 or 0.58+0.1 eV (depending on whether hepi is measured over the total thickness or over the defect-free zone). (Numerical differences observed between the studies of Ge heteroepitaxy and homoepitaxy may be attributable to an -80 "C shift in apparent temperature between two different experimental chambers, or to different background impurity levels, Sec. III C). For Si(311) and Ge( 100) there are no direct measurements of surface diffusion coefficients for comparison; the values of activation energy are both close to that for Si(lOO), suggesting similar processes. LTF! is not observed in Ge/Si(lOO) growth above ~170 0C:26 At a growth rate of 0.2 &s there appears to be epitaxy over indefinite thickness for T>170 "C. As for Si(100) at T>470 "C, this suggests that 170 "C is sufficient to observe a thickness-independent growth mode in Ge(lOO). In GaA~(100),'~ hepi is not continuous in T, but exhibits a sharp break near 240 "C, with hqi increasing with similar activation energies either side of an abrupt increase by two orders of magnitude. This is consistent with a characteristic temperature for the dissociation of As,,34 and suggests that composition (or effective V/III ratio) is important for compound semiconductors. The effect of changes in the V/III ratio arising from the geometric variation in As/Ga across an unrotated substrate provides some confirmation:'2 A small increase (10%) in Ga/As ratio produces a large (twofold) increase in hepi, so that the substantial change in As dissociation rate at 240 "C (Ref. 34) could indeed be responsible for the abrupt increase in hepi.
E. Rate dependence
The deposition-rate dependence of hepi is more complicated to measure than the temperature dependence. Preliminary data collected using more than one deposition source had suggested17 a rate-dependent activation energy for Si( 100). Subsequent investigation, however, showed these data to be sensitive to the background gases in the UHV, in particular hydrogen, and to source outgassing. (It should be emphasized that the required variations in background pressure or H flux lie only in the 10v8 Torr range--see Sec. III C). This is particularly problematical for high-rate Si deposition where e-gun outgassing is not only large, but strongly time dependent. Residual gas analysis (RGA) of H partial pressures in typical MBE chambers shows that outgassing can build up over long periods of time, varies significantly between different sources, and also that the partial H pressure can fall below ambient during e-gun cooling (i.e., the cooling Si charge can pump the MBE chamber). In order to avoid spurious variations in hepi arising from variations in the background hydrogen, results such as those in Fig. 9 (b) should be obtained using a single e-gun, with controlled Hz outgassing prior to the low-temperature deposition and additional Ti sublimation pumping in the chamber to minimize the effect of H contamination.
Figure 9 (b) shows that the activation energy E,r for hepi [Eq. (2)] is independent of deposition rate. It also suggests a very weak rate dependence of the prefactor ha: For a hundredfold increase in growth rate, hert changes by much less than a factor of 10. Given that E,,, does not vary with rate, measurement of hepi as a function of rate at a fixed temperature should determine the complete h,i( T,R) surface. Figure  10 shows rate-dependent h,i measurements at a T-230 "C. As expected from the T dependence at two rates in Fig. 9(b) , the fixed-temperature rate dependence is very weak. The fit to the data shown in Fig. 10 is a power law, showing ho = hrR-0.22. Obviously, for such a slow rate dependence a large range of alternative fits is also possible, including hO=h,.R-lt4, ho=h,R-lJ5, and ho=h,--hl In(R). This very slow rate dependence would explain the puzzling fact that recent investigations of epitaxy at low temperature have shown similar temperature limits in STM (at R--0.007 A/sp ex situ TEM or RBS studies [based in conventional growth systems with R=l.O &s (Refs. 17 and Is)], and in molecular-dynamics simulations (lo9 &s).18 Given the rate dependence in Fig. 10 , we would expect only a hundredfold reduction in hepi (equivalent to <200 "C) for the 109-fold increase in deposition rate involved in going from typical experimental rates to the rates used in molecular-dynamics simulations.
The observed rate dependence turns out to be a sensitive test for models. While the epitaxial temperature [Eq. (l)] was expected to be relatively insensitive to rate, this is not true for most pictures of an epitaxial thickness. For epitaxial breakdown triggered by accumulation of a residual impurity from the UHV, for example, we expect to see a fixed time to breakdown, i.e., a linear increase with increasing rate. Diffusion-limited segregation of impurities or point defects would also increase, although rather more slowly. If epitaxy is limited by the buildup of roughness (controlled by a surface diffusion length, or ttn for diffusion time t) then the most naive picture will show h+ decreasing with decreasing diffusion length, so that h,,i=h~R "2, closer to the rate dependence observed for increased source flux (Fig. 10) . The rate dependence is clearly more model specific than the temperature dependence, and suggests that more subtle roughening-based models may be the most appropriate.
F. Re-annealing of surfaces
The epitaxial thickness phenomenon implies that some change occurring during epitaxy at low temperature eventually leads to the formation of the amorphous phase. Since growth at higher temperature shows epitaxy over indefinite thicknesses, the question arises as to whether postgrowth annealing of a low-temperature layer can reverse this change. Detailed experiments have been performed on Si( 100) to investigate the effect of re-annealing the substrate during growth of a low-temperature layer. In general, these experiments involve interrupting growth after deposition of a thickness around 2/3 of the epitaxial thickness, subjecting the layer to an anneal, retooling to the original growth temperature, and continuing the deposition.
Simple growth interruption (annealing at the growth temperature) leaves the thickness to breakdown unaffected. The rate dependence in the previous subsection thus applies only to continuous deposition rates, and intermittent growth shows no dependence on the average deposition rate during the growth. This observation alone suggests quite strongly that the phenomenon is intrinsic to the growth process. For example, if the breakdown of epitaxy is linked to an accumulation of a surface contaminant, we would in general expect that a growth-temperature anneal would allow impurities to build up during the interrupt, thereby reducing the epitaxial thickness (so that the time to breakdown is approximately fixed, and hepi is inversely dependent on the average deposition rate in an intermittent deposition sequence). The only exception to this would be an impurity whose accumulation can only take place during Si deposition. (This would appear to rule out most contamination problems, but could conceivably be true of hydrogen: Ha partial pressures are observed to rise sharply during Si evaporation, and the proportion of atomic H may be zero during an interrupt.) Conversely, segregation of an impurity that assists growth (such as Ge segregation out of the marker) could occur during an interrupt, and for processes such as this we would consequently expect that a growth interrupt would lead to an increase in hepi. This helps to rule out 0 or C contamination and Ge segregation as significant factor affecting crystallinity in LTE.
Annealing above the growth temperature during a growth interrupt does lead to changes in hepi. Experiments used growth interrupts at ~hhepi followed by a IO min anneal, retooling to the growth temperature, and continuing deposition: Note that the long equilibration times for the substrate temperature mean that these sequences always involve prolonged times (45 min) at intermediate temperatures. It should also be emphasized that since the substrate heater is calibrated under equilibrium conditions (with substrate and heater held at the same temperature) the anneal temperatures are even more approximate than temperatures given elsewhere. For anneals at ~450 "C or below these experiments showed a breakdown in epitaxy at distances hepi above the original marker, implying that these anneals leave the critical property of the material unchanged. For anneals at -500 "C or higher, on the other hand, the crystalline region has now increased in thickness to -7 5h epi. The 500 "C anneal is the "reset" for the surface, and at this point epitaxy commences as it did on the original clean high-temperature-deposited buffer. It is clear that whatever changes during lowtemperature growth lead to the ultimate breakdown of epitaxy, these changes are reversed by an anneal at -500 "C for 10 min. Comparison with temperature-dependence data for Si(100) (Fig. 9 ) suggests that this temperature probably coincides (as might be expected) with the point at which growth remains crystalline over indefinite thicknesses.
The critical anneal temperature -500 "C is again useful in helping to distinguish possible mechanisms for limitedthickness epitaxy. As before, this result emphasizes that buildup of contaminants is unlikely to be responsible. Most of the likely candidates (C, 0, etc.) are not volatile at these temperatures (-800 "C to desorb surface 0 or ball up Sic particles). Again, this does not apply to H: Temperatureprogrammed-desorption experiments show that the final maximum in H desorption from Si(100) surfaces is occurring at temperatures fairly close to this value."" Surface roughening is also plausible as a candidate from this result. Data on roughening is largely restricted to RHEED oscillation damping envelopes. '4-'6 Growth at low temperatures always leads to heavily damped oscillations, but at higher temperatures growth interruption leads to oscillation recovery, with the specular reflection returning toward its original intensity. This signals that an originally rough surface can be resmoothed by anneal in this temperature regime. Likewise, data on annealing rough surfaces of Si shows that -100 A asperities anneal out the (100) surface following a 10 min anneal at 500 0C.36 This can also be related to STM results on individual steps and 2D islands:33 While the island size is affected by substrate temperature down to room temperature (due to thermally activated diffusion of individual adatoms). it is only at higher temperatures that the structure becomes dependent on the time of the post-growth anneal. This indicates the onset of Ostwald ripening of step distributions, a process that requires removal of adatoms from existing steps, i.e., resmoothing of an initially rough surface. All the available data thus suggest that if a buildup of roughness is responsible for the breakdown in epitaxy, then -450-500 "C would be expected to be the critical anneal temperature to prepare a "fresh" surface. [Despite this nice link for Si( 100)
.] Finally, it should be noted that, in addition to H desorption and resmoothing of Si( loo), -500 "C is a critical temperature for the onset of a third process: solid-phase epitaxy. Epitaxial regrowth of amorphous Si into c-Si occurs at a rate of -1 &s at ~500 "C, increasing extremely rapidly with increasing temperature (E,,-2.7 eV). Thus, at T>500 "C we expect recrystallization of a deposited a-Si film to be more rapid than the deposition rate itself. For a variety of reasons, however [in particular, E,,,(h,,i)<2.7 eV], it seems unlikely that there is a direct link between crystallinity in MBE and single-phase epitaxy SPE of a deposited amorphous film.
In addition to providing some information on the mechanisms involved, m-annealing is the key to several aspects of applications for growth at low temperature. In general, bulk diffusion of dopants in Si remains negligible below 600 'C5 so that the 500 "C anneal will not significantly redistribute grown-in doping profiles. Very low temperature can thus be used to establish an abrupt doping junction or &doped spike, and then subsequent growth of a thicker layer can be carried out after an anneal, at higher temperature if the required dopant incorporation is consistent with a higher growth temperature. The combination of low-temperature growth and repeated re-annealing thus allows us to grow layers of arbitrary thickness at arbitrary temperature, and thereby achieve the desired degree of diffusion suppression.
III. BASIC MODELS FOR LTE
Section ll presented the broad features of lowtemperature growth. The results provide a basis for distinguishing various possible pictures for the breakdown of epitaxy. Although there is still no complete quantitative and predictive model for the effect, it is appropriate at this stage to consider the various possibilities, eliminate those that are implausible, specify those that remain feasible, and look at the features required of precise models for the phenomenon.
A. Continuous breakdown models
The first experiments showing the formation of the amorphous phase with increasing thickness were carried out by continuous Si deposition during cooling of a Si(100) substrate." On the basis of their data, Jorke and co-workers proposed a model of continuous nucleation of the amorphous phase at a temperature-dependent rate. The model led to a thickness-dependent crystallinity, but only through the time involved in the amorphous phase spreading (up { 111) planes) from-the initial nucleation site to encounter neighboring amorphous zones. While the model explained many of the features seen in the data, the continuous-cooling experiments themselves suffer the drawback of convolving the thickness and temperature dependence of growth. It was possible to use a many-parameter fit to explain results for a variety of cooling rates and deposition rates on an assumption that nucleation of the amorphous phase is thickness independent but exponentially increasing with decreasing temperature; however, it is fairly clear that a model of this form is inadequate to describe the constant-temperature experiments shown here. Indeed, the measurements in Fig. 4 were carried out for direct comparison with the Jorke and co-workers model, and seem to categorically eliminate any such models, and require an explicitly thickness-dependent description of growth.
ever, TFM shows this density to decrease with increasing thickness, as expected for a high threading dislocation density in highly lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxy. Since only defect densities increasing with deposited thickness can explain LTE (and Figs. 4 and 5) , we class Ge/Si(lOO) along with Si(lOOj, Si(311), and GaAs(l00) as systems in which continuous buildup of extended defects cannot even conceivably explain the breakdown of epitaxy.
B. Defect accumulation models
In its simplest form, a defect accumulation picture for the breakdown of epitaxy would involve a continuous buildup of lattice disorder during low-temperature growth until eventually the amorphous phase forms. Growth of progressively lower-quality material occurs until crystallinity can no longer be sustained. It is probably useful to estimate quantitatively what "low quality" means in this context. The energy of a 30 A dislocation half-loop is high, m 10 eV. Spacing such dislocations by 30 A will thus raise the free energy of a 30 A region at the surface by m LO meV/atom, compared to a free energy for formation of the amorphous phase at this temperature of 120 meV/atom. This suggests that crystallinity is not consistent with dislocation densities exceeding 1014 cm-'. This estimate will be lowered if the dislocations are associated with stacking faults, twins, or other relatively low-energy defects that involve larger numbers of atoms. So, in relation to the amorphous phase, low-quality growth applies only to truly huge defect densities.
For Si(ll1) homoepitaxy we observe extremely heavily twinned growth even in the initial stages of epitaxy (Fig. 6) . Twins are fairly low-energy areal defects bounded by highenergy partial dislocations that~strain and distort the lattice. Moreover, since the growth direction is the commonest twin plane in low-temperature epitaxy, repeated growth twinning can continuously increase the density of dislocations and high-energy boundaries at the edges of twins. This means that we expect the defect density to be increased by deposition, without limit. Typical twin dimensions observed in TEM of Si(ll1) LTE are -5 mn, suggesting dislocation densities far exceeding 10" cmA2, and possibly approaching the limit discussed above. While dislocation densities are difficult to measure directly in such highly defective systems it is certainly possible that limited thickness growth on (111) is associated with repeated growth twinning and a consequent increase in defect density up to a threshold where the amorphous phase forms.
A more subtle model of defect buildup is through the accumulation of point, rather than extended, defects. The defects would be supposed to be caused by the growth process, so that the surface is now acting as a source, rather than a sink for point defects. Electron microscopy is far less sensitive. to point defects, and cannot detect them at all in typical concentrations. Again it is instructive to examine the magnitude of the concentrations required. At typical (eV) point defect energies we require close to 10% concentrations in the crystal before the amorphous phase becomes more stable. At these concentrations even TEM should show appreciable diffuse scattering and strain arising from point defects. Convergent beam electron diffraction is highly sensitive to small lattice strains in thin films [and can easily be used to quantify the large strain due to point defects (As antisites) in GaAs grown at low temperature] but does not show any measurable strain (at the 0.01% level) in low-temperature Si. In addition, selected-area electron diffraction TEM does not show additional diffuse scattering and we do not observe backscattering yields above the typical 3%. A better estimate of point defect concentrations can be obtained from the active fraction of dopants. All known point defects in Si are electronic deep levels that will act to compensate any dopants. In fact, 100% dopant activity is maintained down to doping concentrations of <10's cm-3,38-4a suggesting that point defects are present at -lOI cm-a (*O.OOOl%). Positron annihilation studies reveal vacancylike defects at concentrations at the =+10'5-1016 cmw3 level."' At base pressures of M 10-t' Torr and growth rates of ~1 &s (beamequivalent pressure of = 10m6 Torrj this defect concentration is consistent with the increased sticking coefficient for impurities involved in low-temperature growth. There is thus no reason to believe that low-temperature growth has any intrinsic effect at all on the grown-in point defect concentration; observed point defect levels are certainly far too low to be invoked as a mechanism for formation of the amorphous phase. For Si(lOO), Si(311), Ge(lOO), and GaAs(lOO) the situaGiven that observed point defect concentrations are too tion is clearly very different. The density of extended defects low, we must also ask whether much higher levels are in all homoepitaxial systems is always too low to observe in present during growth. For this to be the case, the hypotheti-XTEM (i.e., lower than lo7 cme2). We have also performed cal point defect would have to diffuse at appreciable rates at plan-view TEM and Schimmel etching studies for Si(100) the growth temperature; this would both allow for a homoepitaxy, observing-threading dislocation densities of diffusion-limited buildup of point defect concentrations (,giv--lo5 cme2, apparently identical to those in the highing a thickness dependence), and ensure that -subsequent temperature layer (i.e., limited by substrate cleaning and measurement showed negligible concentrations; however, probably by particulates in the laboratoryj.. For these exsuch a diffusing defect would also be susceptible to anneals tended defect densities, defect-driven formation of the amorat the growth temperature, in contrast to our observations on phous phase is unthinkable, particularly for the high density annealing. There do not appear to be any plausible mechaof nucleation sites seen for the amorphous phase (Fig. 4) . For nisms by which point defects can accumulate during growth Ge/Si(lOO), as would be expected for such a large-misfit system, the threading defect density is high (>iOs cm-'); howto massive levels and subsequently be undetectable which do not also predict an increase of hepi with annealing at the FIG. 11 . GaAs grown at low temperature and subsequently annealed. Although the LT GaAs contains a very large density of As point defects (which form As precipitates on anneaIing), the point defects are independent of the deposited thickness and thus cannot be responsible for the breakdown of epitaxy. growth temperature. Point defect driven transitions therefore appear to be ruled out in Si(lO0) epitaxy.
For Si(3 11) and Ge( 100) there are no data on point defect concentrations. In GaAs, on the other hand, there is a considerable body of evidence for a huge concentration of As antisite defects in layers grown at low temperature.42 These defects, at the -1% level, are sufficient to cause detectable diffuse scattering in TEM, measurable average lattice strain (0. I%), and are high enough to be close to the threshold estimated above, where the crystal may be unstable with respect to the amorphous phase. (Note that observation of crystalline growth at these defect levels itself tends to confirm our order-of-magnitude estimate that 10% defect concentrations in the crystal are required before defects alone stabilize the amorphous phase). In GaAs, however, we can measure the As excess in the film as a function of thickness, because a postgrowth anneal leads to precipitation:27 The density of As precipitates as a function of depth in an annealed sample gives a measure of the thickness dependence of these-As antisite defects. Figure 11 shows a typical annealed sample: It is obvious by inspection (and measurements confirm) that the precipitate size and density are independent of deposited thickness. Thus, even in a system with a massive point defect density it is not possible to invoke point defects as a mechanism for loss of epitaxy because the density is thickness independent.
C. Hydrogen and other impurity segregation models
Segregation of a background impurity to some critical surface coverage is an obvious possible mechanism for LTE. Contaminants such as 0, C, and H are present in the UHV MBE chamber at partial pressures in the lo-"-10-l' Torr regime. The total dose seen by the sample during an ~1 h experiment (mostly involved in sample equilibration at the growth temperature) is therefore =0.5-5.0 monolayers (ML). It is thus possible that (even in UHV) when the temperature is low enough. for the sticking coefficients to appreach 1 the contamination of the surface can approach 1 ML. The times involved in actual growth are typically -20 min, again consistent with monolayer cover-ages [although it should be noted that very low-temperature experiments have observed breakdown after <5 A at rates of = 10 &s (lo-" ML even assuming a unity sticking coefficient)]; however, as discussed earlier (Sec. II F) most impurity segregation is inconsistent with the observation that LTE is independent of anneals at the growth temperature. Anneals above the growth temperature reset the surface, implying that any species responsible for the effect is volatile at -500 "C!. Furthermore, secondary-ion-mass spectroscopy (SIMS) shows negligible segregation of the likely impurities such as 0, C, and Ge. None of these arguments can be used to eliminate H, and H segregation turns out to significantly influence LTE; however, it does not appear to be the primary mechanism for the loss of epitaxy.
There are a number of reasons for implicating H in LTE. First, it is known to be the majority impurity in most UHV chambers with good base pressure. Second, very large pressures (-10-s Torr) of H, were implicated in the breakdown of epitaxy during MBE at high temperatures (nominally 500 "C) prior to the observation of LTE."3 Third, if H segregation is responsible, it is difficult to detect at low concentrations in SIMS and other techniques. Fourth, measurements of the H2 partial pressure in MBE chambers show that hydrogen comes largely from Si e-gun outgassing during deposition: The H, signal can drop below ambient as the charge cools down after a growth run (so that the Si charge may getter pump the chamber of H2 outgassed from warm metal surfaces during growth); this makes control experiments difficult. Fifth, there were early results17 on the rate dependence of the phenomenon that proved to be dependent on the size of the Si charge in the e-gun and (apparently) the outgassing history. Finally, and most important, H is known to be a spectacular actor on semiconductor surfaces: H ties off dangling bonds, should have a first-order effect on surface energies, may well modify step structures and surface diffusion phenomena, and (through dangling-bond and strain terms) may stabilize the amorphous phase formation.
An important test for the effect of surface H on LTE is to compare with data for growth on H-terminated surfaces prepared by wet cleaning of Si.@ (100) wafers with either a native oxide (as received) or a chemical oxide (from H,O,/HCl, i.e., Shiraki cleaneda5) can be stripped in =lO:l to 100: 1 dilute HF or buffered oxide etchant (BOE) to leave a H-terminated (100) surface that is air stable over many minutes.46 Growth on these wafers without desorption of the surface H (i.e., below -500 "C) allows us to assess the effect on MBE of complete termination with H. The results are qualitatively different from LTE seen on clean substrates ( Fig. 12) : At ==200 "C the deposited film is amorphous everywhere (no h,pi); near 300 "C the film is epitaxial locally, with several hundred A of epitaxial growth (local h,,i) where growth breaks through the H passivation, and no epitaxy outside these regions; above 350 "C the tilm is epitaxial everywhere (and then undergoes a typical LTE transition). While the bonding of a chemically prepared H-terminated surface may differ from that present during growth, the DF DF .
PIG. 12. Effect of surface H. ITMBE on as-prepared HI-cleaned (100) surfaces terminated with passivating H. Note local epitaxy, with growth apparently "breaking through" H termination at low 'I', and uniform epitaxy at 370 "C (within the LTB temperature regime).
qualitative difference in behavior suggests that H segregation is not solely responsible for LTE. The role of H in the chamber has been established through experiments deliberately introducing deuterium at an atomic source during growth.47 As is typical for H dosing, '5,48,49 these experiments used an UHV leak valve supplying molecular gas to a jet just above a hot W filament.
[In our experiments the source was calibrated by dosing a clean Si(100) surface at very low temperatures (-20 "C, where the sticking coefficient should be unity35), capping the resulting Si(lOO):D surface with a-Si and then quantifying the interfacial deuterium peak in SIMS. The H-doser was shown to be linear in chamber pressure over three orders of magnitude, so that the pressure could then be used to measure the dose rate, for a fixed W filament temperature.] Measurements of LTE as a function of pressure (dose rate) at fixed T show a detectable decrease even at 5X lo-' Tot-r H (low4 ml/s), i.e., just above ambient. With further increase in pressure, hepi falls further, following a slow rate law that is logarithmic within experimental error (Fig. 13) . The hepi under ambient growth conditions (1 X lo-' Torr points on Fig.  13 ) appear to fall on this line, suggesting that LTE is affected by background H under typical MBE conditions. Note that this~ H dependence closely mirrors the rate dependence shown in Fig. 10 , which is also logarithmic within experimental error. These results clearly demonstrate that H exerts a strong influence on Si growth; however, the data do not appear to support a simple model in which H segregates to some critical coverage during growth, unless we make some bizarre assumptions. The annealing behavior requires the impurity flux to be zero except during deposition (not unreasonable for atomic II); the observation of the effect in more than one semiconductor system implies that the impurity plays some universal role in epitaxy (again, plausible for H); the deposition-rate dependence then requires the impurity flux to increase faster than the Si flux as the growth rate is increased; the thickness dependence and scaling of LTE imply Chamber Pressure, Torr PIG. 13. Dependence of LTE on hydrogen in the chamber. Epitaxial thickness for Si(100) MBE as a function of the chamber pressure with deliberate introduction of atomic deuterium (W filament). Equivalent deuterium dose rate is linear in pressure; dose rate is 10e4 ml/s at P = IO-' Tom a very abrupt variation of the probability of formation of the amorphous phase with impurity concentration at the surface; and, finally, the temperature dependence implies (since h,i approaches zero as T approaches =RT) that the integrated dose to breakdown (i.e., critical surface concentration for triggering the formation of the amorphous phase) must approach zero at low temperature. These complications arise because the real role of hydrogen is not, apparently, simple segregation to a critical concentration; H alters the surface diffusion of Si and thus modifies the rate at which low-T growth leads to a buildup of roughness.
D. Roughening
Kinetic roughening is the buildup of roughness through deposition on a flat surface. Since we know from RHEED and LEED that roughness does accumulate during deposition of Si on Si(100) at these temperatures'39'5 this provides a natural way to explain LTE. In principle, roughness could limit crystallinity either energetically or kinetically: the accumulation of surface energy until the crystalline phase becomes thermodynamically unstable, or the buildup of facets (such as (111)) which cannot sustain epitaxy at low temperature. Before discussing the atom&tics of the breakdown, it is useful to outline the evidence linking kinetic roughening to LTE.
The kinetic buildup of roughness has been extensively studied by theorists, but experimental studies are more sparse. Most of the data on roughening relate only to the early stages of epitaxy: LEED, RHEED, and STM have all been used to study the preliminary stages where the surface width is submonolayer at the completion of each monolayer.
For RHEED, where excellent data is available extending up to thicknesses around 20 A, the relationship between step density and RHEED intensity may be complicate$' (although see Refs. 51 and 52 for a quantitative fit between the RHEED damping envelope and surface morphology). Most of these studies are thus not appropriate to providing information on the roughening behavior in the large thickness limit that affects LTE. Theoretical models can be considered in two broad categories: those where the minimum assumptions are made with regard to specific physical processes (in order to study the general behavior of a whole class of related interface problems), and those where atomistic processes of crystal growth are explicitly considered in order to obtain a more realistic model of this particular interface. For all the models the interest lies in exploring the scaling behavior that emerges relating roughness or interface width w to both lateral lengthscale 5 (W = c) and deposited thickness (w = h@); the different approaches yield similar scaling, but different values of LY and p. The roughening exponent /3 is of most obvious significance to the hepi transition. LTE experiments always show a relatively abrupt transition, going from fully epitaxial to amorphous over a -30% increase in thickness (Fig. 4) ; tu4 increases only by 7% over this range. Kinetic roughening thus looks an unlikely mechanism if the exponent p is small. The standard model in this field is that of Kardar, Parisi, and Zhang (KPZ) , '" which uses a noise term damped out by a smoothing factor that approximates desorption (the term is truncated with respect to the real smoothing by diffusion) and gives ,8=1/3 in 2fl dimensions. Almost all theories predict p in the region 1/4-1/3,53-58 and the only experimental study of asymptotic roughening in single-crystal epitaxy5' gave a /I close to l/4 (f3=0.24) for single-crystal growth of Fe at low T. The low exponents in most theoretica models are a natural consequence of the use of Poisson statistics as a "noise" term generating roughness (i.e., AN~JN), with surface diffusion terms opposing this roughening process: in the zero-diffusion limit one might then expect p=O.S. 0 1000 2ow 3000 4000 Tllickness,A Gradual buildup of roughness of the form predicted in models and observed in Fe cannot explain the abrupt onset in Fig. 4 , and hence kinetic roughening is only plausible as a mechanism if the roughening rate is far faster than that given by typical theories; however, although a statistical roughening term must always be present, there are various instabilities which could generate a higher apparent p (note that the scaling laws linking a and p prohibit large exponents in the in&rite thickness limit). To test whether the theories and their small exponents are appropriate, the dependence of roughness on thickness has therefore been quantified for the important physical systems under consideration here: a-Si deposition, Si MBE, and GaAs MBE. Kinetic roughening in the long-time limit has been measured by TEM study of Ge (or AlAs) "marker" layers deposited during growth of Si (or GaAs). The markers are 1 ML (AlAs) or 0.5 ML (Ge) and can be imaged in TEM cross sections to show the local roughness during growth at the time the layer was deposited. In both GaAs and Si the rate of interdiffusion and segregation are known to be negligible for growth in the LTE temperature regime. The results on crystalline deposition prior to the breakdown of epitaxy shed light both on kinetic roughening modes and on LTE. First, however, it is interesting to look at the results for the model system of kinetic roughening in amorphous deposition. Amorphous Si is of interest because it is expected to be a well-behaved KPZ system.60-"2 The sticking coefficient is unity, the diffusion length small, there are no steps or other sources of anisotropies, the growth is nonconservative (voids in the deposited material mean that the film thickness is not constrained to grow uniformly in time), and simulations of growth under a-Si-like conditions (short diffusion, voids, etc.) are known to follow KPZ scaling.63 Figure 14(a) shows Ge markers in an a-Si film deposited at 2 &s, T,=lOO "C: The markers are clearly highly broadened with respect to the sharp marker in the underlying c-Si layer. Figure 14(b) is a bright-field image recorded with small objective aperture and oriented to keep the Ge layers vertical in the microscope by aligning the (400) plane in the underlying crystalline sub-strate. Because the layer is noncrystalline, we can make very simple approximations regarding the source of contrast in Fig. 14(a) ; the Ge layer appears dark because of enhanced electron scattering in this region (a form of 2 contrast@) with resolution limited only by the Fresnel fringe (~10 A). We assume that the observed broadening of Ge markers is not caused by interdiffusion during growth, but by the roughness of the surface (averaged through the TEM cross-section thickness, about 700 A for this sample): This allows us to extract a surface width w (averaged over 700 A) as a function of deposited thickness t, Fig. 14(b) . We note that the width seen in Fig. 14(b) is consistent with the void size observed in a-Si deposited under these conditions; however, the roughness-appears to build up very fast during the initial deposition, and then subsequently be independent of thickness. Despite our expectation that a-Si should be a wellbehaved KPZ system, the roughening behavior shown in Fig. 14 clearly violates the theoretical prediction: After an initial rapid buildup of roughness the surface width remains fixed (p=O?O.l). The deviation from theory is not well understood at this time, and while it may be due to enhanced interdiffusion in the amorphous phase it is more likely to arise because many processes in the real system (such as void collapse) cannot be easily treated within the theoretical framework. Here we take these results merely as an indication that the theories may be oversimplified, and that we can nse a marker-layer technique to monitor large amounts of roughness to a good degree of accuracy.
Roughness in c-GaAs deposition at low temperatures can be imaged using chemical contrast: In GaAs the (200) structure factor is very small (arising from the scattering difference between As and Ga) while in AlAs this structure factor is far larger (As and Al); dark-field imaging in the (200) thus generates very strong bright lines from even single monolayers of AlAs. Figure 15(a) shows a GaAs&lAs superlattice grown in the LTE regime (300 "C, 3.5 A/s), prior to the breakdown of epitaxy with (inset) enlarged regions showing the degree of local waviness and smearing of the layers. AlAs markers appear smeared in many of these images because the sample thickness (~500 A) is comparable to the lengthscales on which roughness is appearing. In order to quantify these images, we record (400) two-beam and (200) two-beam images of the same regions, use the thickness fringes in the (400) to identify regions of identical cross-section thickness (i.e., identical length scales over which height variations are averaged), and measure the width of AlAs lines in these regions with different integration lengths [averaging parallel to the lines in Fig. 15(a) ]. Figure 15 (b) shows a typical result of this procedure with a 1000 A integration in the plane of the cross section. The surface width appears to increase steeply as a function of the deposited thickness; if an exponent is fitted to this, and is similar, curves of the optimum fit lie near P=lSf0.5
(not to be taken too seriously because of the large scatter in the data). Roughness has also been measured by cross-section diffraction analysis of these AlAs markers, and by RHEED spot-width measurement during growth (see Chevrier et aL59). Figure 15 for these very different techniques which average over different lengthscales in the surface, the value of roughness observed differs significantly between the two approaches; however, both curves follow the same basic trend, and both indicate rapid roughening. Clearly the roughening exponent is well in excess of the theory @=1/3) and the limit to statistical roughening @<OS). Numerically, however, the amount of roughness that accumulates is far less than (thickness) '" . This suggests that while diffusion is relatively rapid (maintaining a surface that is initially much smoother than statistics) there is some instability that leads to a large roughening exponent at long times. Measuring roughness in c-Si MBE is more complicated because the surfaces turn out to have a substantially smaller width than that seen in c-GaAs MBE. The contrast from Ge monolayers is obtained by imaging along the symmetric three-beam (400) orientation: In this orientation diffraction from the two symmetrically excited (400) reflections is weak (large deviation parameter) and the contrast appears to be predominantly absorption contrast (Ge or Sb doping appear dark while B doping is light at all thicknesses). In-focus images show very weak contrast without easily measured height variations. Defocused images show strong dark Fresnel fringes [ Fig. 16 ) which decrease in intensity with increasing thickness of the deposited film. The literature on Fresnel fringes suggests that these are more sensitive than in-focus images to small variations in the "thickness" (width) of the marker layer.65 Moreover, to a first approximation the Fresnel fringe intensity is roughly linearly related to the width of a Gaussian composition profile. With some reservations, we may therefore directly relate the intensity decrease of the markers in images such as Fig. 16 to a corresponding increase in the width of the profile: Making the further assumption that the initial layer (prior to low-T growth) is perfectly abrupt (width of one monolayer) gives us a quantitative scale for the roughness as a function of thickness [ Fig. 16(b) ]. This "measurement" suggests that in Si, as for GaAs, there is an exponent much larger than 0.5. (The data are actually very noisy, and the very linear appearance of Fig. 16 is fortuitous.) While the roughening rate in a-Si deposition is of significance primarily as a test of KPZ and similar theories, /3 in GaAs and Si MBE at low temperatures also has a direct bearing on a roughening explanation for LTE. In GaAs and (more tentatively) in Si MBE there is reason to believe that roughness accumulates steadily during growth (with an exponent > 1 but a small prefactor, w-20 A at h=lOOO A). The large exponent means that in principle roughness could increase rapidly enough for the surface to change appreciably between O.~!Z,,~ and 1 .Oh,,i. Rapid evolution of the surface is a necessary criterion for any explanation of the transition seen in Fig. 4 . In addition, these experiments also provide much more direct evidence for a link between roughening and the breakdown of epitaxy. Examination of Fig. 15 shows that, at least in GaAs, the roughness correlates from layer to layer. Further, one can identify local minima in the growth front that propagate upwardly becoming larger during growth. In samples where epitaxy breaks down these minima can be seen to correlate with the initial site for loss of epitaxy. The insets in Fig. 15 , for example, show a surface depression forming early on in growth and gradually evolving over the next hour before nucleating a heavily twinned (and subsequently nonepitaxial) region of deposition. This appears to be the "smoking gun" that implicates surface morphology in the loss of epitaxy: The system contains a small depression well before any defects appear in the growth, but this depression eventually evolves so as to disrupt the crystal growth of the whole film. Roughening is responsible for LTE. In Si, it is not in general possible to identify local regions of roughness. TEM suggests that all roughness in typical LTE films lies on length scales short compared to the normal cross-section sample thickness and thus gets averaged out. At high temperatures, however (still within the LTE regime), we can identify local depressions which, like those in GaAs, grow with increasing deposited film thickness. Figure 17 shows a series of Ge markers in which a depression can be seen propagating upwardly and forming the initial nucleus of the amorphous phase with a heavily twinned region. Note also that under these conditions voids form in the crystal prior to the loss of epitaxy, and voids are also centered at the local depression. There is also considerable evidence for the formation of facets at high angles to the growth front, as would be expected for a large degree of roughness. Both (311) and (111) Figs. 16 and 17, and have also been reported by other authors under slightly different growth conditions." In fact, the article by Weatherly et al. l9 provided important data consistent with a complete roughness-driven breakdown model for Si(100) LTE; however, the interpretation given was in terms of point defect injection during growth (and, hence, vacancy agglomeration causing void formation). As discussed earlier, point defect models do not appear to be consistent with either the rate or anneal dependence of LTE. In addition, we are able to relate the void chain geometry directly to the deposition geometry, eliminating any isotropic effects such as vacancy diffusiop in void formation. The rapid roughening observed in Si(100) and GaAs(100) is not fully understood at this time. A simple interpretation of KPZ implies that small exponents arise naturally from the (Poisson) statistical noise and diffusional smoothing. More recent theoretical studies, however, imply that this view is a little simplistic. The !KPZ equation achieves its elegance through truncation of the diffusional smoothing terms. Amar and Family66'67 have recently suggested that the nonlinearities in diffusion can generate higher apparent exponents over considerable thicknesses by modeling the full diffusion (i.e., without the physically obscure truncation): however, since the detailed physical interpretation of the roughening effects seen in these studies is not clear, we will here assume that (conventionallyj roughening with an exponent /? in excess of 0.5 implies that the surface has an instability.
There are a number of sources of instability that can lead to rapid roughening. Usually, isotropic growth with rapid dif-fusion should give smooth surfaces or step flow. The characteristic island spacing associated with growth on a flat surface at 400 "C is probably on the order of 1000 A (from MO et a1.s STM data12); however, in the case of Si (100) [and by extension Ge(lOO)] both diffusion and island formation are highly anisotropic. One may therefore propose that in the first monolayer long thin islands form: In the second monolayer, the length of the islands and their aspect ratio remain fixed, and the step density is consequently higher. With growth of further layers the step density bet-omes higher still as the mean terrace size collapses (this picture is discussed in some detail by Xue et al."') . While this model does lead to rapid roughening and is supported by the island anisotropies seen in submonolayer growth by STM, there are a couple of problems. The surface always roughens exponentially, so that for island aspect ratios of 5:l observed experimentally'2*68 the terrace size collapses to subatomic dimensions within a few monolayers: This not only implies that RHEED should show only one or two oscillations [in contrast to the lo-100 seen experimentally [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ], but suggests that roughening wouId be arrested once higher facets appeared with more isotropic growth (such as ( 3 11)). Furthermore, studies of GaAs deposition at higher temperatures show that under normal high-temperature growth conditions rapid roughening simply increases the step density to the point where the step spacing becomes equal to the characteristic diffusion length, and then step flow leads to a self- propagating growth front.69*70 However, there can be little doubt that nucleation on a terrace structure dictated by the anisotropic islands does play a significant role in initial roughness: The problems merely indicate that this may not contain all the key physics for long time scales. Another possible mechanism for rapid roughening at long time scales may lie in diffusion barriers at steps. The presence of a barrier to crossing a step is known to cause instabilities in the growth equations.71 Figure 18 shows schematically how this arises: A diffusion barrier to moving down a step (into the sink at the step edge) causes a net adatom iiux across this step. Any small depression that arises stochastically then sees a lower adatom concentration at the bottom than at the top, so the depression gets amplified. We have good reason to believe in the existence of such barriers to step crossing, at least in deposition on Si(100). There are experiments on adatom diffusion in STM,12 and also molecular dynamics simulations based on the Stillinger-Weber potentia1;72'73 these suggest that there should indeed be a larger barrier for motion down a sB step than for terrace diffusion. Such barriers are also believed to be widespread in metals and closely linked to roughening.74 Monte Carlo simulations (simple-cubic lattice, solid-on-solid approximation) of growth in the presence of small barriers at steps (Fig.  19) show a surface width that increases over long times with an apparent exponent near 1; the corresponding surfaces have deep grooves (most easily seen in the surface "replica," i.e., the surface turned inside out, as in Fig. 20) . Although the solid-on-solid approximation used is perfectly conventional, it treats diffusion as a two-dimensional problem (so that adatoms fall down large cliffs in the surface in a single motion): The diffusion barrier simulation simply decreases the probability of downward motion. These models do not at present include a surface evolving with several different steps having different barriers, but may still include some of the important effects. While it is clear that the features seen in Fig. 20 are not physically reasonable, it is less clear that the diffusion barrier cannot act in a similar way to form facets of the kind seen experimentally. The long-time behavior of systems with diffusion barriers at steps appears to differ qualitatively from that of isotropic systems, but the effect has not yet been simulated in sufficient detail for the roughening to be treated with great confidence.
While the simulations of roughening with step barriers show local roughness that is replicated vertically in successive layers, there is evidence from images such as Fig. 15 that roughness is replicated at an angle to the vertical. The lines along which void chains and surface depressions propagate in both Figs. 15 and 16 are consistent with the geometry known as the tan /3 rule.75 In studies of diffusionless deposition of amorphous materials, columns separated by voids are always observed to tilt toward the source at an angle p to the surface normal, where tan p= $ tan (Y for a source at angle a. This effect is well understood under conditions of zero diffusion and can be modeled using the fact that the deposition rate is minimized by geometric shadowing at the bottom of a surface depression. The geometry relating the position of minimum rate to the beam angle leads to the tan p rule;75 however, there are several features of the roughening mode that are unusual in terms of our experiment. First, the rate of FIG. 21 . Test for Muence of source geometry on LTE. Bright-and darkfield images of LTE on a faceted surface with a (100) and two {3 11) facets [note: h,p(311)<Jz,i(100)]. The lack of a difference in hepi between the two (311) facets making greatly different angles to the source implies that shadowing-driven roughness is not solely responsible for the LTE.
surface diffusion is thought to be high in Si or GaAs MBE at temperatures close to 300 0C:12,68 This does not appear to compare very easily to the zero-diffusion assumption of the simple models, although shadowing models including diision do exist.76,77 Second, we can follow the growth of depressions in the surface from extremely small perturbations in the growth front: Such depressions are too small to generate large differences in the arriving Si (or GaAs) flux. Finally, a serious problem exists in directly relating shadowing roughness to hepi. If roughness is driven by geometric shadowing, and LTE by roughness, we expect a direct correlation between deposition geometry and hepi. Experiments have been performed specifically to look for this effect. Figure 21 shows a LTE experiment on a heavily facetted hightemperature Si(100) buffer layer. Any effects of geometric shadowing should reveal themselves in a difference in h,i between the two (311) facets, one of which has a very large incident angle a for the Si beam, and the other a much smaller a. In a model where shadowing alone limits epitaxy we expect more rapid roughening, and smaller hepi, on the facet with a higher angle: This difference is clearly not present. It seems likely that we need to invoke a combination of geometric shadowing and diffusion barriers at steps to explain the combination of rapid diffusion, geometryindependent hepi, and a tan p rule in these studies of roughening.
Finally, there is an extensive history of roughening Note that the total surface roughness observed at hePi is higher for the H case, as well as an increased rate of roughening.
These effects would be particularly dominant in liquid-phase epitaxy, and thus were studied intensively in the early theories of crystal growth. We are interested in impurity-induced roughening because of the link between hydrogen and hepi. If the spatial correlation between the breakdown of epitaxy and the local roughness (Fig. 17) is the smoking gun that implicates roughness as our primary mechanism for LTE, then the observation of an influence of hydrogen on hepi ( is indeed sensitive to H impurities. The magnitude of the roughness observed is significantly larger than that seen in clean Si MBE, with surface widths of up to 50 A appearing. Because of this large amplitude roughness, and the shorterlength scale compared to GaAs MBE, the Si:H lowtemperature MBE (LTMBE) system provides us with a more accurate measure of the roughening rate. A series of roughness curves from images such as those in Fig. 22 are shown in Fig. 23 . Fits to 'Fig. 23 suggest two possible empirical rules: Either we have power-law roughening, with a large roughening exponent (+2 provides a good tit; if the exponent is fitted as a parameter the value is /3=2.2+0.5), or roughness builds up exponentially, wmexp(h). It should be noted that, because the data for LT GaAs and clean Si are more noisy, prefactors can be found to tit the roughening in both with the rapid-roughening models that fit Si:H. Large exponents or other rapid roughening are consistent with roughening-based models for LTE: If we remember that the IZ,pi under ambient conditions coincides with the extrapolation for hepi as a function of H (Fig. 13) , then we should also consider the possibility that H impurities are linked to roughening under all conditions. In liquid-phase epitaxy, impurities can play a blocking role where sites are excluded from the growth process by the temporary presence of an adsorbed impurity at the interface.78 This, like the step diffusion barrier, can drive an instability. If the growth rate at a contaminated region is reduced, and consequently a larger concentration of impurities accumulates in this region, then the interface width will grow in time.7g These phenomena have long been linked to FIG. 24 . Dopant incorporation well beyond solid solibility and without thermally activated segregation. 50% B delta layer incorporated by capping ordered surface structure with Si at -100 "C. drastic changes in crystal morphology, including void formation in the crystal. In MBE we could propose a similar model based on growth being retarded by reduced accommodation of Si-adatoms in regions with adsorbed H. Again, this would lead to an exponential increase in the surface width, at least under the simplest assumptions regarding growth velocities; however, in a contamination picture for the buildup of roughness, there is again no obvious source for the tan p rule if we assume isotropic Ruxes of both Si and H.
In summary, experiments demonstrate that rapid roughening does occur in Si and GaAs MBE, consistent with a roughness-based model for LTE. Furthermore, there is a spatial correlation between roughness and the local breakdown of epitaxy that seems to implicate roughness directly. This is consistent with all previous experiments on rate dependence and variation with annealing. It is only consistent with the data on the H dependence of hepi if we propose that roughness itself is directly dependent on H: This proposal is confirmed by experiments. We thus conclude that there is a direct causal link between roughness and LTE, and that H contamination itself plays an intimate role in roughening during MBE. Roughening at rates far faster than predicted in conventional theories53 can be generated by nontruncated diffusion expansions;66,67 step barriers;" shadowingy5 and by impurity effects.78.79 However, at this stage, none of the models incorporate all of the effects thought to be important for LTE, and no theory predicts all the details of the roughening ratdh,,i experiments.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
LTE has forced us to rethink several of our simplistic assumptions regarding crystal growth at low temperatures. Perhaps the most significant impact is in drastically lowering growth temperatures for deposition of thin films. Figure 24 shows a doping spike of B capped with crystalline Si by deposition near 100 "C. The equilibrium solid solubility of B is about 1%; segregation in normal MBE at 480 "C! broadens profiles by several hundred A: Figure 24 shows a 50% B layer confined to within at least a 10 8, spread, and electrically fully active. Abrupt doping profiles of this kind have FIG. 25 . High-resolution image of LTMBE Si(lll), compared with Si(100) near h,,, Similarities between the two suggest that (100) epitaxy may be ultimately limited by roughening to form { 11 I} facets and subsequent twinning. allowed us to check models that predict increased mobility for ordered dopant layers,'l and provide the most accurate data available on diffusivities in Si."
While it should by now be clear that LTE is not yet fully understood, it is probably appropriate to close this article by presenting a coherent picture for the whole process. The most likely mechanism for the breakdown of epitaxy is the buildup of roughness suffitiient to form {ill) facets on the growth front. (111) facets disrupt epitaxy because twins may form at each monolayer (with relatively small barriers to nucleation of a twin, but relatively high energetic cost of a high twin density). At a given temperature, we then expect that growth on tli~? (111) surface should resemble the local region around the breakdown of epitaxy: Experiments seem to bear out this conclusion (Fig. 25) . This proposed mechanism would restrict the LTE phenomenon to occurring only in materials prone to growth twinning (e.g., cubic systems) with a stable amorphous phase. At low enough temperature (where a critical diffusion step is not activated at sufficient ratej the presence of step barriers and/or an impurity effect on the adatom accommodation leads to a thicknessdependent growth surface that roughens rapidly: Both Ge and Si (100) have a demonstrated transition temperature above which epitaxy is independent of thickness ( Fig. 9, and  Fig. 2 in Ref. 26) . At some critical level of roughness we would then expect to see a first-order transformation from rough (100) surface to faceted (100) +{ 111) morphology: Qualitatively, the transition (Fig. 4j is consistent with a firstorder transition. Above this critical point twinning may occur if the diffusion length is long enough for these { 111) facets to be large: The twin region at the transition is usually associated with higher growth T," and has been explicitly linked to temperature in Ge(lOO) epitaxy."' The time (or deposited thickness) before critical roughness evolves should scale approximately as the diffusion length. We would then expect all layers to be self-similar (Fig. 5 ) because lateral and vertical length scales depend in the same way on both temperature and rate. The time to breakdown (or-h,,;) should be thermally activated as the diffusion length, so that E,,, in Fig. 9 is half the activation energy for the critical process that sets this length scale: Reported barriers to step crossing7573 are ~0.85 eV, in agreement with this estimate. With increasing deposition rate we would most naively expect the diffusion length to scale downward as l/JR: The data (Fig. 10 ) suggest a similar, but much slower, variation with rate (1/R".25). We would expect h+ to be independent of annealing until the anneal temperature becomes sufficient to resmooth the surface, as observed. We also expect to see the surface diffusion (and hence crystal growth) strongly modified by impurities that saturate dangling bond sites and thereby modify surface diffusion: For all semiconductors we therefore expect hepi to be affected by hydrogen. As impurities arrive the most simplistic view would have impurity blocking reducing the diffusion length, so that hydrogen dose-rate dependence would mimic the deposition-rate dependence: Although this is borne out by experiment (Fig. 13j , the fact that depositionrate dependence is not understood in detail means that this problem remains largely open.
The understanding of the low-temperature limit to growth has now been greatly modified by studies of the LTE effect. It is now clear not only that the limit is not a simple abrupt epitaxial temperature, but that a whole array of complex phenomena are involved. It appears that most, if not all, semiconductors have a considerable regime where growth is thickness dependent. In our efforts to understand the effect we are already beginning to unravel a wide-ranging series of problems, including roughening rates far higher than those expected, and an intimate relationship between crystal growth and minority impurities present in UHV. The bottom line is that (111) epitaxy is generally more complex, and (111) facets will cause problems on most surfaces; however, there remains much to understand and quantify before we can predict low-T crystal growth in detail.
